A signi cant problem in tracking and estimation is the consistent transformation of uncertain state estimates between Cartesian and spherical coordinate systems. For example, a radar system generates measurements in its own local spherical coordinate system. In order to combine those measurements with those from other radars, however, a tracking system typically transforms all measurements to a common Cartesian coordinate system. The most common approach is to approximate the transformation through linearisation. However, this approximation can lead to biases and inconsistencies, especially when the uncertainties on the measurements are large. A number of approaches have been proposed for using higher order transformation models, but these approaches have found only limited use due to the often enormous implementation burdens incurred by the need to derive Jacobians and Hessians. This paper expands a method for nonlinear propagation which is described in a companion paper 3 . A discrete set of samples are used to capture the rst four moments of the untransformed measurement. The transformation is then applied to each of the samples, and the mean and covariance are calculated from the result. It is shown that the performance of the algorithm is comparable to that of fourth order lters, thus ensuring consistency even when the uncertainty is large. It is not necessary to calculate any derivatives (Jacobians, Hessians, etc.), and, and the algorithm can be extended to incorporate higher order information. The bene ts of this algorithm are illustrated in the contexts of autonomous vehicle navigation and missile tracking.
INTRODUCTION
An almost ubiquitous problem in tracking and navigation applications is the need to convert information between Cartesian and polar coordinate systems. For example, a data fusion system might employ a number of di erent sensors (such as sonar, radar or GPS) which measure range and/or bearing information in local, sensorbased coordinate frames. The di erent measurements are to be fused together to estimate the position of a target (tracking) or an autonomous vehicle (navigation) in Cartesian coordinates. The di erent sensor measurements can be combined only if they are transformed to a common reference frame. However, the transformation process is not straightforward for two reasons: (i) the information sources contain a degree of uncertainty and (ii) the transformations are nonlinear. The uncertainty arises from the presence of errors | observations are corrupted by measurement noise, and state estimates are often imprecise. This uncertainty is frequently represented using random variables with known probability distributions. The Kalman lter exploits the statistics of these distributions in its fusion rule. Therefore it is necessary to ensure that the statistics which describe each information source are accurately converted. The second di culty is that the transformation between polar and Cartesian coordinate systems is nonlinear. Even though the prior distribution might be of a known, tractable form, its transformed distribution cannot, in general, be described by a nite number of parameters 5 and most real data fusion algorithms must use approximations of some kind.
The most widely used transformation method is linearisation which is often embedded in an extended Kalman lter (EKF). It assumes that the uncertainty is su ciently small that it can be propagated through a locally linear system. Although the validity of this assumption has been rarely questioned, there is a growing body of theoretical and experimental evidence which shows that it can yield extremely inaccurate estimates of statistics. Lerro 6 , for example, considers the problem of converting cylindrical polar to Cartesian coordinates. He shows that linearisation yields biased and inconsistent estimates when the angular uncertainty is extremely small (less than 2 ). Any lter which uses such inaccurate conversions might diverge.
Considering its practical signi cance, this problem has prompted the development of more accurate transformation methods. Lerro has developed an exact closed form solution for converting between cylindrical polar to Cartesian coordinates in the special case of Gaussian prior distributions. However, in general the transformations must also be able to calculate the correlations between the transformed quantities and states which are propagated through nonlinear equations. Further, the prior distributions might not be Gaussian. Given the generality of the problem, closed form solutions rarely exist and other approaches must be used. A very promising approach is to assume that the errors propagate according to locally quadratic or other higher order polynomials. These assumptions give rise to the Second Order Gaussian Filter 7 whose performance bene ts over linearisation have been demonstrated in a number of realistic examples 1 . However, the adoption of higher order lters has been limited due to their implementation di culties. The need to derive Jacobians and Hessians can be problematic even for simple systems and, as the size and complexity of the system grows, these di culties become signi cantly greater. The second problem with these methods is that the higher orders are expanded analytically out to a given order beyond which the series is truncated. Therefore, all information from higher order terms is completely lost.
Given these di culties with using fourth order lters, we present a new method which is capable of yielding the same or superior performance but without the implementation di culties. The method uses a di erent approach to conventional nonlinear ltering schemes. Rather than approximate the transformation, the prior probability distribution is approximated. A deterministic algorithm chooses a small set of points whose mean, covariance and kurtosis precisely match those of the prior distribution. By propagating and using these samples it is possible to develop an algorithm which can be readily implemented but which yields unbiased and consistent estimates across a large range of range and bearing uncertainty. Further, because the lter does not arbitrarily truncate the series at some pre-speci ed order, it is possible to maintain some higher order information. The core of this approach is a generalisation of the unscented transformation 2; 10 which is discussed in detail in a companion paper 3 .
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the problem of converting between coordinate systems is described and the signi cant biases which can be caused by linearisation are demonstrated by a simple example. Section 3 develops the unscented transformation in a very broad and general framework. To relate this derivation to the existing literature, Subsection 3.2 derives the second order unscented transformation. The fourth order transformation is derived in Subsection 3.3 and the derivation is shown to follow naturally from the second order transformation. Finally, Section 4 presents an example of a navigating autonomous vehicle. The performance of linearisation, the second order unscented and the fourth order unscented transforms are examined.
THE COORDINATE CONVERSION PROBLEM

The Transformation of Uncertainty
The problem of converting uncertain information between polar and Cartesian coordinates is a special case of the general problem of applying a nonlinear projection to a random variables. Suppose that x is a random variable with mean x and covariance P x . A second random variable, y is related to x through the nonlinear function y = f x] : (1) We wish to calculate the mean y and covariance P y of y.
The statistics of y are calculated by (i) determining the density function of the transformed distribution and (ii) evaluating the statistics from that distribution. In some special cases (for example when f ] is linear) exact, closed form solutions exist. However, such solutions do not exist in general and approximate methods must be used. In this paper we advocate that the method should yield consistent statistics. Ideally, these should be e cient and unbiased.
The transformed statistics are consistent if the inequality P y ? E h fy ? ygfy ? yg T i 0 (2) holds. This condition is extremely important for the validity of the transformation method. If the statistics are not consistent, the value of P y is under-estimated. If a Kalman lter uses the inconsistent set of statistics, it will place too much weight on the information and under estimate the covariance, raising the possibility that the lter will diverge. By ensuring that the transformation is consistent, the lter is guaranteed to be consistent as well.
However, consistency does not necessary imply usefulness because the calculated value of P y might be greatly in excess of the actual mean squared error. It is desirable that the transformation is e cient | the value of the left hand side of Equation 2 should be minimised. Finally, it is desirable that the estimate is unbiased or y E y].
The problem of developing a consistent, e cient and unbiased transformation procedure can be examined by 
In other words, the nth order term in the series for x is a functions of the nth order moments of x multiplied by nth order derivatives of f ] evaluated at x = x. If the moments and derivatives can be evaluated correctly up to the nth order, the mean is correct up to the nth order as well. Similar comments hold for the covariance equation as well, although the structure of each term is more complicated. Each term in the series is scaled by a progressively smaller and smaller normalisation term and so, in general, the e ects of the higher order terms diminish. A procedure which is able to maintain all the most signi cant terms will be almost consistent, e cient and unbiased.
The analytical methods evaluate the higher order derivatives of f ] and calculate the moments of the distribution of x. Linearisation assumes that the contribution from the second and higher order terms in Equation 3 can be neglected. Under this assumption Equations 4 and 5 become y = f x] ; (6) P y = rf P x (rf)
T :
However, as explained in the introduction it is not necessarily the case that the second and higher order terms are negligible. The result is that the transformation can be biased or inconsistent. This is demonstrated by the example in the next subsection.
Example Transformation
A simple example which demonstrates the e ects of nonlinearities on coordinate transformations is the propagation of information between two di erent spherical polar coordinate systems. A senor 1 measures range and bearing to a target of interest. A second sensor, 2 at a relative physical location x 12 to 1, is to be aligned so that it points towards the mean position of the target as measured by sensor 1.
The observation made by 1 is the vector z 1 (k) where z 1 (k) = r 1 (k) 1 (k) 1 (k)] T . These measurements are corrupted by additive, independent zero mean Gaussian noise terms of variance 2 r ; ; ]. To convert to the spherical coordinates which 2 expects to see the target at, z 2 (k), the transformation procedure consists of three steps:
1. Convert z 1 (k) to give the relative position of the target in Cartesian coordinates x 1 (k),
2. Translate x 1 (k) to give the relative position of the target in Cartesian coordinates with respect to 2,
3. Finally, z 2 (k) is obtained by transforming x 2 (k) from Cartesian to spherical polar coordinates,
In this example, the covariances of the noise on measurement z 1 (k) are 0:004; a ; a ] where a was varied between 1 and 12 to assess the e ects of di erent levels of angular uncertainty. The actual position of the target is p (2); 45 ; 70 ] which corresponds to a target which is at some distance in front of 1. x 21 = (0; 0:5; 0). samples. Given the large number of samples which were used, the Monte Carlo method will provide extremely accurate estimates of the true statistics. It was found that the linearisationcalculated mean and covariance of r have a good agreement with the true values. However, the angular quantities show signi cant biases and the transformation is inconsistent. This can be seen in Figure 1 which plots the mean and the 1 contour in the ( ; ) plane corresponding to a = 1; 2 and 3. The 1 contour is the locus of points fy : (y ? y)P ?1 y (y ? y) = 1g and is a graphical representation of the size and orientation of P y . However, by inspection it is clear that the linearised estimate is neither consistent nor unbiased even if the angular variance is only 1 . The calculated ellipses are \too short" in the direction and are slightly rotated. At 1 the bias in is ?1:3 whereas for it is ?0:35 . As a increases, the degree of inconsistency becomes progressively worse. In practice the inconsistency can be resolved by introducing additional stabilising noise which increases the size of the transformed covariance. This is one possible of why EKFs are so di cult to tune | su cient noise must be introduced to o set the defects of linearisation. However, introducing stabilising noise is an undesirable solution since the estimate remains biased and there is no general guarantee that the transformed estimate remains consistent or e cient. A more accurate prediction algorithm is required. The unscented class of transformations use the intuition that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution than it is to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation 10 . The approach is illustrated in Figure 2 . A weighted set of samples (or sigma points) are chosen so that they capture certain properties of the distribution of x. The nonlinear function is applied to each point in turn to yield a cloud of transformed samples. Finally, the statistics of the transformed samples are calculated. Although this method bares a super cial resemblance to Monte Carlo-type methods, there is an extremely important and fundamental di erence. The samples are not drawn at random but rather according to a speci c, deterministic algorithm. Since the slow convergence of random sampling is not an issue, high order information about the distribution can be captured with only a very small number of points.
The set of sigma points, , consists of l vectors and their appropriate weights, = fi = 0; 1; : : : ; l?1 : X i ; W i g.
The weights W i can be positive or negative, but must obey the normalisation condition
Given these points, y and P y are calculated using the following procedure:
1. Instantiate each point through the function to yield the set of transformed sigma points,
2. The mean is given by the weighted average of the transformed points,
3. The covariance is the weighted outer product of the transformed points,
The crucial issue is to decide how many sigma points should be used, where they are located, and what weights are assigned to each point. The points should be chosen so that the points should capture the \most important" properties of x. This can be formalised as follows. Let p x (x) be the density function of x. The sigma points capture the necessary properties through obeying the condition g ; p x (x)] = 0:
It is possible to meet this condition and still have some degree of freedom in the choice of the points. This ambiguity can be resolved by assigning a penalty function c ; p(x)] to the di erent solutions. The purpose of this function is to incorporate features which are desirable, but do not necessarily have to be met. As the value of the penalty function increases, the solution becomes less desirable.
The sigma point set which is used is that which is most desirable and con rms to the necessary conditions. In other words, the sigma points are given by the solution to the equation min c ; p x (x)] subject to g ; p x (x)] = 0:
The decision as to which properties of x are to be captured precisely and which are to be approximated is determined by the demands of the particular application in question. In the context of this paper we seek to match the moments of the distribution of the sigma points with those of x. The reason for this is motivated by the Taylor series expansion which was given in Subsection 2.1. It can be shown that matching the moments of x up to the nth order means that Equations 9 and 10 capture y and P y up to the nth order as well 2 .
To match the moments beyond the second order, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the distribution of x. In accordance with conventional ltering assumptions, it is assumed that x is Gaussian. The Gaussian has two properties which play a signi cant role in the form of the sigma points which are chosen. First, the distribution is symmetric and so the sigma points are selected with this symmetry. Second, the problem of approximating x with an arbitrary mean and covariance can be reduced to the problem of approximating a standard Gaussian which is zero-mean and has unit variance. This arises from the fact that x can be written as 8 x = x + Cz where z is the standard Gaussian and C is a matrix square root of P x , CC T = P x :
The set of sigma points which approximate z can be stored as a look up table. The sigma point set is then given by, = fi = 0; 1; : : : ; l ? 1 : x + CZ i ; W i g It should be noted that these properties hold true for any matrix square root. Therefore, e cient algorithms such as the Cholesky decomposition 9 can be used.
In the next two subsections we determine the sigma point distributions which capture the second order and fourth order moments respectively. The second order unscented transform uses a set of sigma points which capture the rst two moments of z correctly. In this paper, this is classi ed as the second order unscented transform but its properties have been discussed in detail elsewhere and all odd-ordered moments (including the mean) are zero. The minimum number of points whose distribution obeys these conditions has the structure which is shown in Figure 3 . It is possible to identify two di erent types of points. The rst type consists of a single point which lies at the origin and has a weight w 0 . The second type consists of 2n points which lie, symmetrically distributed, on the coordinate axes a distance s 1 from the origin. These points all have the same weight w 1 . Therefore, the second order unscented transform uses 2n + 1 sigma points.
The Second Order Unscented Transform
The values of w 0 , w 1 and s 1 are chosen to ensure that the covariance of the sigma points is the identity. Due to the symmetry of the points, it is only necessary to ensure the condition holds in one particular direction (say the z 1 component). The constraint function consists of the moment for E z The solution to these equations is s 1 = 1= p 2w 1 ; w 0 = 1?2nw 1 and there is a degree of freedom which corresponds to the value of w 1 . These solutions can be directly related to the unscented transform which is presented in the companion paper. By re-parameterising w 1 4 = 1=2(n + ), then it can be shown that, after pre-multiplying by C, is the ith row or column of the matrix square root of (n + )P x and W i is the weight which is associated with the ith point. There is a degree of freedom in the choice of , but this can be eliminated by the dis-utility function. One possible choice is to minimise the mismatch between the fourth order moments of the sigma points and the true distribution. From the properties of the Gaussian, E z 4 i = 3 8 i:
The cost function penalises the discrepancy between the sigma points and this true value. By symmetry, it is only necessary to penalise in the z 1 direction since the same will happen in all other directions. The cost function which is used is, (11) which is zero when w 1 = 3=2s 4 1 = 1=6 or = n ?3. However, it is important to note that the errors in the kurtosis are minimised to the best of the ability of the set of 2n + 1 samples. However, the kurtosis cannot be matched exactly 2 , and developing a set of points which can capture the kurtosis are the subject of the next subsection. Since the solution matches the rst two moments of z, the argument given in Subsection 3.1, implies that y and P y will be calculated correctly to the second order.
The solution automatically includes the \second order bias correction terms" which are evaluated in Second Order Gauss lters, but without the need to calculate Hessians. Since the order of the approximation is greater than that of linearisation, it is reasonable to expect that the approximations of y and P y will be more accurate as well. This is demonstrated by the example in Subsection 2.2. In this case n = 3 and Table 1 lists the values of w 0 , w 1 and s 1 . Figure 4 compares the ( ; ) statistics calculated by the unscented transform against the true results and it is clear that the unscented transform is signi cantly more accurate than linearisation. There is no visible bias and the covariance ellipses are approximately the right size and shape even when the bearing uncertainty exceeds 2 . Even so, the transformation is not perfect | the ellipses are rotated slightly with respect to the true covariances implying that the transformation is inconsistent.
The results from this test show that accurately matching the properties of z up to the second order give signi cant performance bene ts over using linearisation. However, the transformation is imperfect | the degree of approximation of x is not su cient. The next subsection extends the accuracy of the approximation to the fourth order.
The Fourth Order Unscented Filter
The fourth order unscented transform captures the mean, covariance and the kurtosis of the z. These moment conditions are, E z {(s ,0),w } Figure 5 : The sigma points used in 2D to capture the kurtosis.
These conditions cannot be met by the 2n + 1 points which are used in the second order transform and additional sigma points are required. Guided by the structure of the second order solution, we introduce the minimum number of extra points which retain the symmetry of the distribution. Figure 5 shows the sigma points in one quadrant for a two dimensional case. Three types of points are used. The rst type consists of a single point which lies at the origin with weight w 0 . The second type of point lies on the coordinate axes a distance s 1 from the origin and with weight w 1 . There are 4 occurrences of the third type of point. These lie at ( s 2 ; s 2 ) and are assigned a weight w 2 . The form of the distribution generalises in higher dimensions. In three dimensions, there are 2n type 2 points and 2n(n ? 1) type 3 points. The type 3 points lie at ( s 2 ; s 2 ; 0), ( s 2 ; 0; s 2 ) and (0; s 2 ; s 2 ). In general, 2n 2 + 1 points are required and, when n is large, the number of points is signi cantly greater than the number required for the second order transform. Even so, the computational load is O(n 4 ), which is the same order as that required for analytically derived fourth order lters.
The constraints placed on the points are for the covariance, kurtosis and normalisation. The symmetry means that these conditions need only be ensured in the z 1 The solutions to these equations possess a single degree of freedom. However, unlike the second order transform, there does not appear to be a convenient set of parameters which can be used to capture this freedom. Even so, it is possible to apply a dis-utility function which adjust the properties of the desired distribution. Extending from the results for the second order lter, we choose a dis-utility function which minimises the discrepancy of the sixth order moments. Since E z Table 1 for the case when n = 3. A total of 19 sigma points are required. The result of using the fourth order unscented transform is shown in Figure 6 and, as can be seen, the transformation is essentially de-biased and consistent. The bene t of using the extra points is that the estimated covariance ellipse has rotated itself to align with the direction of the actual covariance ellipse. Although the gure only shows the results up to bearing standard deviation to 3 it was found that the transformation was valid for standard deviations of over 12 .
In summary, we have derived a set of sigma points for the unscented transform which are able to predict the mean correctly up to the fourth order, and has the capability to reduce the errors which occur in the sixth and higher orders. In the continuing example of converting between two sets of spherical coordinate systems, these points e ectively de-bias the conversion and make it consistent even for very large uncertainties. We now demonstrate the utility of the fourth order lter in a navigation example. This section demonstrates the e ects which multiple inconsistent coordinate conversions can have on the operation of a lter. The example is shown in Figure 7 : an autonomous underwater vehicle moves freely in a three dimensional environment. To successfully complete a set of tasks, the vehicle must be able to estimate its absolute position. To achieve this, it uses two sensors which are able to make range and bearing measurements to two di erent beacons which are at xed positions in the environment.
To restrict the e ects of the nonlinear transformations to the observations, we assume that the vehicle has three degrees of freedom (translation only). Its process model assumed nominally constant velocity in all directions. The vehicle's state space is
If T is the length of the time step, the discrete time process model is The process noise covariances are 10; 10; 10]. To isolate out the e ects of linearisation, each lter uses the true system covariance matrix.
The two beacons are located at b 1 = 0; ?1000; 0] and b 2 = 0; 1000; 0] respectively. The ith sensor provides a measurement of the range r i (k), azimuth i (k), elevation i (k) and range rate _ r i (k). All angles are measured in degreed and each measurement is corrupted by a zero mean observation noise process with standard deviations 5,10,10 and 8 respectively.
Filtering directly with spherical coordinates is extremely di cult due to the discontinuity and ambiguity which exists. To avoid this problem, the lter rst converts the observed measurements to Cartesian coordinates. The 
The vehicle initially starts at ?1000; 300; 100; 100; 0; 0] T : it starts a long way from the targets and heads along the line between them. Each run is for 20s of simulation time and uses 200 time steps.
Figure 8(a) shows the actual mean squared error and the lter covariance estimate, averaged across 100 runs of the lter. The EKF exhibits an extremely strong divergence. On average, it's estimate of the mean squared error is over 170 times smaller than the actual error. Clearly, the e ects of linearisation, consistently committed over a large number of time steps, has resulted in a substantial accumulation of errors. Figure 8(b) shows the results for the unscented and fourth order unscented lters. The second order lter is consistent and is slight conservative | it over estimates the mean squared error. The fourth order lter estimates the covariance in its estimate accurately, and the variance is about 28% than that for the second order unscented. Since it is possible to estimate the position more accurately, more re ned and robust control is possible.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has examined the problem of converting uncertain information between Cartesian and polar coordinates. It has shown that linearisation is an extremely inaccurate method and, even with small angular uncertainty, it yields biased and inconsistent transformed values. A more accurate and general transformation technique was derived. Called the unscented transformation, the presentation here generalises work from an earlier paper and leads to a system which is able to estimate fourth order information precisely.
The performance of lters using linearisation, second order transforms and fourth order transforms were tested in a di cult example of robot navigation. It was shown that the linearised lter diverged extremely badly. Both the second and fourth order lters operated consistently. The bene t of the fourth order lter was that it could estimate position with a much greater degree of accuracy than the second order lter.
Although the unscented transform has been examined in the context of coordinate transformations, its general nature means that it can be employed in any application where nonlinear functions occur.
